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International Bestseller:A world-record holder in memorization shares his methods! Each of us
has the ability to develop and improve our minds in amazing ways. All you need is motivation, an
effective method, and an expert guide. Ramon Campayo’s method shows you the fastest,
easiest, and most effective way to: •Drastically and almost immediately increase your
memorization capacity and reading speed•Enhance your learning methods, study techniques,
and psychological preparation•Improve your study habits and prepare for exams Maximize Your
Memory is not only for students who want to reach their best potential and perform better on
tests, but for anyone who dreams of increasing his or her mental capacity. It comes from a
master who has broken fifteen world records—and performed such feats as memorizing over
23,000 words in seventy-two hours. “Ramon Campayo is a phenomenon.”—Enigmas

"The World Record Holder in Memorization... shows us that his technique really works.--
Psychologies"Ramon Campayo is a phenomenon in the best possible sense of the
word."Enigmas ― Reviews --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorRamon
Campayo has one of the most capable minds in the world. He is currently the undefeated record
holder in speed memory and long-term memory. He has broken fifteen world records,
performing such feats as memorizing a 30-digit binary number in one second and memorizing
23,200 words in 72 hours. Ramon boasts an IQ of 194 and has spent the last 11 years giving
courses on study techniques, memorization and speed reading. His learning and memorization
techniques have led his students to achieve extraordinary results. Through his bestselling books,
he has become the teacher of over 500,000 readers worldwide. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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9), 100 Simple Things You Can Do to Prevent Alzheimer's and Age-Related Memory Loss, 100
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Nathan Slaughter, “worth the minimal effort. I'm a longtime student of various mental arts. While
there isn't a lot of new stuff here, unless you're an ace with Tony Buzan's methods or something
then you'll probably learn something. In fact, it would be a very reasonable choice as part of a
small library of memory books. The note taking and review tips are excellent precisely because
they are simple and minimal.”

Carl, “Great book to exercise your memory aspect of the brain. Great book to exercise your
memory aspect of the brain. If you areinto improving everything about yourself as a human
being. Health etc. This one will take care of the memory problem.”

888, “Do your research.. Good read.... Good ideas... Practice exercises.”

S.B., “Four Stars. Enjoyed this book. Very interesting.”

JUAN C. GUTIERREZ B., “Five Stars. If you want to optimize your brain performance, reasoning
and memory function, RCS system is the solution.”

Richard M. Lorenson, “Fascinating study on how the human mind can work. This book shows the
way a human mind can work better with help of certain memory & study techniques.I use it all
the time in every area of my life.”

Eugenio, “fantastico libro per ricordare e imparare meglio è più velocemente. ramon campayo è
un fantastico autore. questo è un fantastico libro per ricordare e imparare meglio è più
velocemente. consigliatissimo 
  
  
Maximize Your Memory”

anitha thomas, “Good to read. Usegul”

The book by Abby Haight has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 33 people have provided feedback.
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